The assurance that you are well-protected at work

ELYTRA safety at height

Our history of accident prevention dates back 30 years
Our family-run company was founded in San Sebastian in 1963. Initially, we focused on the
manufacture of power transmission equipment for industrial mobile equipment, primarily
cranes.
In 1989, by chance, we started to install lifelines. One of our German suppliers of conductor rails also became a certified company for rigid lifelines and offered us the possibility of
distributing them. We took up the offer. From then onwards, we started to sell and install fall
protection systems at a time when no other company in Spain was doing so. The manufacturer was Faba and its systems now come under the Tractel brand name.
During those years, we pioneered the creation of the Uniline Safety Systems, initially under
Capital Safety and now part of 3M. We took the 16mm cable, which was the origin of the
brand, and used it as a lifeline. Once we had informed the manufacturer of this application,
in the early two thousands, they certified the lifeline that is commonly known as the Uni-16,
and that’s how it all began.
We have put all the experience that we have gained in our work on the engineering and
installation of lifelines into the development of our own proprietary systems. So, in this new
brochure, we’re proud to present all our latest developments as far as products are concerned. We also focus on product management, a factor that appears to have been forgotten
and that we have now strengthened.
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SECCIÓN |CONCEPTS
RELATED
SUBSECCIÓN
| LIFELINES

FALL FACTOR
What is it?
The Fall Factor is the ratio between the height of the anchor device, lifeline or anchor point in relation to the attachment
point on the worker’s harness. In other words, the fall factor is the product of comparing the position of the anchor point or
lifeline in relation to the attachment position on the worker’s harness.
It is a key concept in fall protection systems as it will have a decisive effect on the distance of the worker’s free fall prior
to the activation of the anchorage devices to slow down and arrest the fall. Obviously, the greater the free fall distance, the
greater the acceleration during the fall, prior to its arrest. Therefore, the total fall clearance required for the fall arrest will
increase and, therefore, the load to be withstood by the anchor device to which the worker is attached.
The drawings shown below will help to explain this more clearly:
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In the event of a fall, the free fall would
be 1x the distance between the anchor
device and the worker at the time of
the fall.
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The free fall distance prior to the
fall arrest would be 2x the distance
between the anchor device and the
worker at the time of the fall.
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RELATED CONCEPTS | LIFELINES

THE CALCULATION
Before installing a horizontal lifeline, if this is certified to European standards
EN-795:C and TS 14.615, the following calculation must first be made.
The aim of this prior calculation is to determine:

• The fall clearance required to arrest the fall.
• The maximum load generated on the line components.
This seeks to ensure that the line to be installed meets the requirements of the case under study.

Cable deflection
Fall factor

Deployment
of the anchor device
Fall clearance
required

Safety factor

Free fall distance
The fall clearance required to arrest the fall will be determined by:

• The fall factor, so that the greater the FF the greater the free fall distance.
• The deployment of the actual PPE used, so that the greater the free fall the greater the opening.
• The number of users anchored to the lifeline, so that the higher the number of users, the greater the clearance.

The force

The fall arrest forces for which the lifeline has
been calculated mean that the fastenings of its
various components are critical.
This is due to the fact that, in addition to the cable deflection generated by the fall, the cable itself
tends to have a force multiplying effect on the
curves and end points. This is known as the cable
multiplying effect.
Therefore, the force applied to the lifeline ends
and curves will not be the maximum force of 6kN
required by the standards governing the PPE for
the point at which the fall occurs, instead this
force may be several times multiplied up to the
ends.
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FALL RESTRAINT
What is it?
In terms of fall protection, we refer to access limitation, restriction or restraint as the technique which, in certain cases,
prevents a person from going beyond a fixed point or place by combining attachment to an anchor device with the use of
specific protective equipment, thereby preventing a fall.

If, as shown in the drawing, the combination of protective equipment and the lifeline prevents a person from going beyond
a given point, which is an edge from which he or she could fall, then a fall is being prevented.
The positive note about fall restraint is that, when performed correctly, the fall is completely prevented. There is therefore no
need to calculate the clearance required to arrest the fall, neither is it necessary to consider the loads exerted on the ends.
On a negative note, with regard to fall restraint, this is not always achieved. It can only be achieved in certain circumstances
and using specific techniques.
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RELATED CONCEPTS | LIFELINES

SWING FALL
What is it?
A swing fall is one in which, due to the poor design of the solution or to the improper use of the work equipment, the
falling worker swings from side to side in relation to the anchor device to which he/she is secured. Observe the following
sequence of drawings:
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The swinging creates a serious risk of striking the ground and the lifeline installed may even be rendered useless. Furthermore, it could have the following consequences:

• It considerably increases the safety clearance required to arrest the fall.
• The worker may incur extremely serious injury due to the actual swinging effect.
• During the swinging, the anchor device (lanyard or self-retracting cable) may rub against a sharp edge and may even break.
Solutions:
For two-pitched roofs in which the lifeline is installed on the ridge, swinging can be prevented in one of two ways, always
depending on the ratio between the distance from the line to the edge and the height of the building. Take note:
ANTI-PENDULUM ANCHORS

ANTI-PENDULUM LIFELINES

Swinging can be prevented by installing an anchor post as
shown in the diagram, providing a simple and cost-effective
solution to the problem.

When there is a considerable distance between the ridge and
the edge and it is not possible to prevent swinging through the use of anti-pendulum anchors, then lines shall be
installed.

The greater the distance between the lifeline and the edge
from which the swinging would start, the larger the number
of anchor posts that need to be installed.

To determine when to mount this type of line, account
should be taken of the height of the building.
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Elytra BPM
QUOTE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES

Cable deflection

If the management of all the project-related information has
ever been a problem for you, then this is the tool you need.

1

Factor

2

Our quote management portal will allow you to compile all the
information for the quote, starting with the collection of field
data.
This extremely practical software program also allows you to
configure the systems under study and
can even generate a final document with the budget for your
specific project. You’ll also get updated details on:

Deployment
of the anchor device

F

• The itemisation of the materials required for the specific
configuration and their price.

• The number of items available in our warehouse.

Safety factor

Customised CALCULATION

With each configuration of our horizontal system, y
culation of the forces and the fall clearance requir
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Fall clearance required

you’ll get a customised calred for the case in question.

ITEMISATION of materials
Once the configuration is made, we’ll give you an itemisation of materials with their price. You will get an updated list of the items available in our warehouse.
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Complete data management

Elytra INSPECT SYSTEM

Elytra INSPECT System is a program that
greatly simplifies the management of the
work completion documentation and the
periodic inspections to be made on
any PPE or Safety system supplied by
Elytra. This tool enables the installers and
users of our PPE or Systems to consult
the following data at any time:

INSTALLERS
Elytra INSPECT

APP

system

Installers can use the mobile phone APP to access, from any location,
all the lifelines registered and their
corresponding check lists, in order to
perform the appropriate inspections.
Once these inspections have been
made, by updating the application, the
documentation will be uploaded to our
cloud server, thereby recording all the
changes and automatically generating
the corresponding documentation.

Elytra INSPECT

intranet
system

In addition to the mobile phone APP,
installers also have WEB access to our
cloud documentation portal.
There, installers can record, consult and
modify all the documentation corresponding to the lifelines installed with
us.
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Technical documents

Elytra
INSPECT
system

User Manual
Lifeline calculation

Dates

of installation and
upcoming inspections.

Identification details
Serial number and
characteristics.

Standards
and Regulations

that the PPE and installations
are compliant with.

Download documents

Inspection sheet
Certificate of installation.
Certificate of homologation

USERS
Elytra INSPECT

extranet
system

Users will have access to all the documentation relating to the installations coming under a contract with
Elytra or any of its installers and
distributors.
Furthermore, as soon as the installer
has updated the inspections made on
the user’s installations, the results of
these will be available.
If any photos of the installation are
uploaded with the APP, then it will be
possible to view the causes of any
shortcomings.
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e-lyne Training
ONLINE CERTIFIED INSTALLER PROGRAM

On-line

ertified
Installer Program

We’re proud to present the Online Certified Installer Program, our new 100% online installer training program. This program will enable you to become a certified
installer for our systems at no cost whatsoever. Detailed below are the steps you
need to take in order to get certified:

On-line

ertified
Installer Program
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e-lyne | CERTIFIED INSTALLER PROGRAM

Become a
CERTIFIED INSTALLER
Training
Our videos and manuals will help you
to understand the key concepts related
to the mounting of our systems as well
as the steps to be followed for their
correct installation. They will help you
to understand which tools you need to
use and how each one should be used
depending on the specific surface in
question
DOWNLOAD MATERIAL

Online exam
Once you have studied and understood
the key concepts and the procedure
for mounting our fall arrest systems,
we will authorise you to do an exam
through our online portal. You will have
30 minutes to do a multiple choice test
with 10 questions that you’ll easily be
able to answer.

On-line

DO THE EXAM

ertified
Installer Program

On-line

ertified
Installer Program

Authorised installer
Once you have passed the exam, you
will be certified to the Online Certified
Installer Program, to become an authorised installer of all our systems.
We will then send you the certificate
to certify you as such, so that you can
install and inspect the fall arrest systems manufactured by Elytra, without
impediment.
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ANCHOR POINTS
14

SECCIÓN | SUBSECCIÓN

FIXED, TRANSPORTABLE AND DEADWEIGHT ANCHOR DEVICES

Anchor points are anchor devices, generally eyebolts, intended to provide a specific point for safe attachment in situations in which there is a fall hazard. They are therefore intended to support the impact
generated by the fall arrest. They are also used for suspension or rope access work. In this case, account
should be taken of the fact that the loads are different than those generated by the fall arrest impact.
Anchor points are classified according to whether they installed on, wrap around or are attached to the
structure.
In contrast to lifelines, which permit movement in parallel to their length, anchor points are not suitable
for movements of this type, unless other PPE items are employed, such as retractable fall arresters, in
order to move vertically.

EN 795-A

Fixed ANCHOR POINTS

EN 795-B

Transportable ANCHOR POINTS

EN 795-E

Deadweight ANCHOR POINTS
15

EN 795-A Systems
FIXED ANCHOR POINTS

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES

Our Eltyra e-nchor range of anchor points, all certified to EN
795-A:2012, includes structural fasteners and also the ARC load
reducing anchor option for installation on lightweight roofing.

Associated SOFTWARE

Elytra SOFTWARE

What’s more, we’ve developed an anchor point for fastening
to ladders, the top-nchor, certified to EN 795-A:2012, to ensure
that travel up and down ladders is made with a complete guarantee of safety.

for quote management
See page 8

Elytra
INSPECT

system

Elytra INSPECT

APP / Intranet / Extranet
See page 10
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ANCHOR POINTS | FIXED

Anchor point

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL e-nchor
Our multi-directional anchor point, certified to
EN 795-A:2012, rotates 360º on its own axis. Made from AISI
grade 316 Stainless Steel, it is designed to be used jointly
by up to 3 users.
The e-nchor can be mounted on horizontal surfaces, either
facing upwards or downwards. It can also be mounted on
vertical surfaces.

Anchor point

FOR LADDERS: top-nchor
The top-nchor is the anchor point that has been specifically
designed for mounting on vertical ladders. Certified to EN
795-A:2012, the anchor mounts directly on the ladder rungs
and is designed to extend one metre above the last rung of
the ladder. top-nchor makes it possible to move onto a safe
platform before detaching from the anchorage point.

+
Anchor point

Anchor point

Specifically designed for lightweight roofing, we have developed these Load Reducing Anchors (ARC) for use with
the e-nchor.

Their main function is to offer the maximum absorption
of the impact generated by the fall. As they are installed
directly on the surface in question, this also lessens the
time required to mount the e-nchor ARC.

e-nchor ON ARC

ON LOAD REDUCING ANCHOR BASE
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EN 795-B
TRANSPORTABLE ANCHOR POINTS

The anchor points certified to EN 795-B encompass a wide range of anchor
devices, provided that these are transportable, as indicated in the standard.
This section of the standard therefore includes devices ranging from web
slings that wrap around structures, to those running along IPN beams, and
even Davit Arms and tripods intended for work in confined spaces.

Anchor point adjustable
to the structural section
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Adjustable wheeled anchor point
Beam Trolley

Anchor point
Adjustable webbing Match Sling

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES
EN 795-E
DEADWEIGHT ANCHOR POINTS

These devices are installed when an anchor is required and there is no
structural element to which the anchor can be mounted. These are rare
cases in which very few anchorage solutions are viable.
To mount deadweight anchor devices, a flat surface is required with a pitch
that is never greater than 5º. This is due to the need to contemplate a displacement generated by the fall, which increases with the pitch.
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HORIZONTAL LIFELINES
20

SECCIÓN | SUBSECCIÓN

HORIZONTAL LIFELINES

Horizontal lifelines are fall arrest systems designed to offer protection, as their name suggests, for horizontal work in which there is a risk of a fall to a different level. Moreover, collective measures would not
provide sufficient protection against this risk.
Horizontal lifelines are generally installed as fall arresters, although, in some cases, they can also be
mounted to prevent falls. This latter case is known as a fall restraint. When mounting a fall arrester
lifeline, either an estimation (rigid lines) or a calculation (flexible lines) must be made to determine
the minimum clearance distance required to prevent the user from bottoming out in the event of a fall.
Obviously, the fall must be arrested at a distance that is less than the clearance distance for the case
in question. On the other hand, a fall restraint system is installed when, regardless of whether or not the
minimum clearance distance is achieved in the calculation, the fall arrest system is used in such a way
as to prevent the fall from happening..

EN 795-C

FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS

EN 795-C

RIGID HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS
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EN 795-C
FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES

Horizontal lifelines made from steel cable are regulated in EN 795C:2012 and in TS 16415. They are termed flexible lifelines due to the
stretching of their components during the fall, in contrast to rigid
lifelines.
The use of these systems is more widespread than rigid lifelines,
given that they are far more affordable, although their performance
characteristics are more limited.
Due to the deflection of the horizontal lifeline components in a fall
arrest situation, at ELYTRA we understand that a customised calculation is required prior to installation with regard to the minimum
clearance distance required to arrest the fall and also the loads that
are applied to the various components during the fall.
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FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS | APPLICATIONS

ROOFTOP applications

Structural anchorage on rooftops

Load Reducing Anchors (ARC) on rooftops

The high loads sustained mean that the lifeline supports
must only be fixed to the structural elements of the
building.

With the load reduction obtained by installing the ARC,
the installation is simplified yet without compromising
safety.

CRANE applications

Travelling cranes

Overhead running rails

Movements along the travelling crane maintenance
walkways can only be protected by horizontal lifelines.

Movements along the travelling crane running rails are
best protected by the installation of horizontal lifelines.

OTHER applications

Train and Bus Roofs

Cleaning curtain walls and windows

These situations involve extremely low fall clearances.
In these cases, the lifelines must be installed above the
user’s head.

Unless the case in question has an extremely low fall
clearance, aesthetics are of key importance.
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FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS | e-lyne COMPONENTSne

THE LIFELINE

based on digital technology.

Associated SOFTWARE

Elytra SOFTWARE

We have been installing lifelines for the last three decades. Based on
this experience, we have now developed our own horizontal system.
We have focussed on designing a lifeline in which technical improvements go hand in hand with technological solutions.

for quote management
See page 8

Key features

• Certified to EN 795:2012 and TS 16.415.
• Spans of up to 18m.
• Load reduction at the ends.
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Elytra
INSPECT

system

Elytra INSPECT

APP / Intranet / Extranet
See page 10

FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS | e-lyne COMPONENTS

e-lyne

TENSIONER
A single tensioner for all the e-lyne installation
models. It can be used for the e-lyne models in
which the pre-tension is lower, such as the ARC,
or where the pre-tension is generally very high
such as the Over Head.

Tension of

1kN

1kN

5kN
Tension of

Innovative features
We have modified the cylindrical body of the tensioner to develop an interior mechanism which,
based on the compression exerted during the
line tensioning operation, releases the new rod
housed inside.
This allows the installer to select, from the possible pre-tensions permitted by the lifeline, the
pre-tension at which the lifeline will be installed
once the final tensioning operation has been
performed.

5kN

e-lyne CURVE BRACKET

e-lyne STANDARD POST

We can supply brackets with a 90º or 45º rotation. For mounting
on either a horizontal surface or a vertical wall. For this latter case,
there is the option of either a closed or open fixture.

At the customer’s request, we can supply standard supports to attach the line to the corresponding structure.

e-lyne TRAVELLER
The e-lyne traveller is automatically traversable through the curve
and intermediate brackets.
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FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS | ARC MOUNTING SURFACES

ARC

Load Reducing Anchor
Our ARC Load Reducing Anchor, entirely developed by our engineering department, is designed to reduce the high loads that are transferred to the lifeline supports during a fall. It is therefore possible to
speed up the lifeline installation process given that there is no need
to secure the lifeline to the interior structure of the building.

Associated SOFTWARE

Elytra SOFTWARE
for quote management
See page 8

This fast installation in no way impairs the safety performance of
the system.
Elytra
INSPECT

system

Elytra INSPECT

APP / Intranet / Extranet
See page 10

The spring
This is the most important component of our ARC.
Designed to progressively reduce
the load generated by the impact,
the degree of opening is based
on the load transferred by the fall.
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FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS | ARC MOUNTING SURFACES

Mounting on DECK ROOFING

Anchor

Moisture-proof housing
The moisture-proof housing is totally
independent of the ARC so that, if
there is a need to replace the roof
insulation fabric, the same housing
can be re-used.

Top and bottom Neoprene gaskets
Located under the moisture-proof housing
fully guaranteeing watertightness.

ARC

Insulating base

Umbrella fixture

Mounting on
SHEET METAL OR SANDWICH
PANEL ROOFING
In this case, the ARC is mounted on
corrugated sheets or sandwich panels.
The post is secured with American
rivets, and neoprene gaskets are used
under the ARC base in order to guarantee the watertightness of the holes
made.

Mounting on
STANDING SEAM ROOFING

THE SWITCHING
plate

When mounted on this type of roofing, the large variety of standing seam
gasket types means that the fastenings
vary considerable with regard to size
and strength. The correct choice of
clamp is key to a good result.

This is an item specifically developed for
our ARC cans. It makes it possible to
install an intermediate one in the same
can in which the end of the lifeline is
housed.

.
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FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS | e-lyne OH

OVER-HEAD

Associated SOFTWARE

Elytra SOFTWARE

e-lyne OH, the Overhead model of the e-lyne lifeline.
We’ve made a few changes to the original traveller on our e-lyne
lifeline, adding rollers for a smoother, more seamless travel..
For maximum simplification, the Over Head line shares most of its
components with the e-lyne, so that the same tensioners and intermediate brackets are always used.

for quote management
See page 8

Elytra
INSPECT

system

Elytra INSPECT

APP / Intranet / Extranet
See page 10
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FLEXIBLE HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS | e-lyne OH

e-lyne OH

THE TRAVELLER
We’ve made a few changes to the original traveller on our el-lyne lifeline, adding rollers for a
smoother, more seamless travel.
What’s more, this traveller allows you to :

• Detach it from the line
• Go round bends.

TENSIONER e-lyne OH

The e-lyne OH CABLE

The same tensioner for different pre-tensions.
As this is a common component for all the e-lyne lifeline models, you can pre-tense our tensioner to 1kN or 5kN, which is
the pre-tension of the Overhead line.

By introducing the 8mm stainless steel cable in the 1x19 model, we get a lifeline that is
more rigid and performs far better with the 5kN
pre-tension than the standard option of a 7x7
cable for the e-lyne.

Tension of 5kN
Movement of the
rod

Compression of the
spring
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EN 795-D:2012
RIGID HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES

Rigid lifelines are regulated in EN 795-D:2012 and, unlike flexible
systems, they do not generate any deflection at all during the fall
arrest.

Associated SOFTWARE

Elytra SOFTWARE

These lifelines are made from stainless steel or aluminium rails, depending on the intended use.
Given that these lines have a lower aesthetic impact, many firms of
architects prefer these track systems (rigid) in comparison with cable
lifelines (flexible).

for quote management
See page 8

Elytra
INSPECT

system

Elytra INSPECT

APP / Intranet / Extranet
See page 10
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RIGID HORIZONTAL | SYSTEMS

Differences between

RIGID AND FLEXIBLE SYSTEMS
In technical terms, rigid lifelines are better than flexible ones. However, given their high price, these systems are less popular
than the cable or flexible lifelines.

ADVANTAGES

Less clearance required to arrest a fall.
Lower loads are generated. As a result:
More users can be simultaneously attached to these systems.
The ends are not subject to as much
stress as in flexible lines.
Rigid lines better distribute the stress
along the entire rail.
They also permit suspension or rope access
work.

DISADVANTAGES

These lines are more expensive, with regard
to:
The material, which requires more fastenings at shorter intervals.
The installation requires longer execution times.
The manufacture of support structures, in
some cases, requires costly projects that are
complicated to manage.

Applications for
RIGID HORIZONTAL SYSTEMS

Truck loading docks

Lifelines for Suspension Work

This is the most popular application for this type of
lifeline. The low height between the platform and the
ground means that this type of lifeline is the most recommendable.

Access work by lanyard can only be performed with rigid lifelines and/or anchor points. Moreover, for this type
of lifeline, manufacturers generally require the placement of fastenings at a shorter distance.
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e-lyne LIFELINE
e-lyne END ANCHOR

CODE

NAME

CODE

SG4-22E5201

e-lyne End Anchor

SG4-27E4204

E-LYNE EXTERNAL CURVE
BRACKET WALL MOUNT

NAME
e-lyne Line Absorber

e-lyne EXTERNAL CURVE
BRACKET WALL MOUNT

e-lyne TENSIONER

e-lyne END CONNECTOR

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

SG4-23E4200

e-lyne Tensioner

SG4-24E4201

e-lyne end Connector

E-LYNE 45º CURVE BRACKET

E-LYNE CURVE BRACKET
POST MOUNT

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

SG4-26E4241

e-lyne 90º
Curve bracket Post
mount

SG4-28E4255

e-lyne 90º Curve
bracket Post mount

SG4-26E4239

e-lyne 90º Curve
bracket Post mount

SG4-26E4203

e-lyne 90º Curve
bracket Post mount

TRANSPORTABLE
ANCHOR POINT

TRANSPORTABLE
ANCHOR POINT

e-lyne INTERMEDIATE
BRACKET

ANCHOR POINT

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

SG4-20E5212

Transportable Anchor

SG4-20E5234

Transportable Anchor

SG4-25E4202

e-lyne Intermediate
Curve bracket Post
mount

SG1-20E4237

e-nchor Anchor
Point

END STRUCTURAL POST

+34 943524200

E-LYNE ABSORBER

INTERMEDIATE
STRUCTURAL POST

CURVE STRUCTURAL POST

END CONNECTOR e-lyne

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

SG4-50E4246

End structural Post

SG4-50E4247

Intermediate structural
Post

SG4-50E4248

CURVE structural
Post

SG4-50E4249

Structural counter

Delivery in 24-48h
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LOAD REDUCING ANCHOR ARC. e-lyne

Corrugated or Sandwich panel roof
e-lyne ARC END CURVE
BRACKET

ARC. e-lyne INTERMEDIATE

SWITCHING PLATE

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

SG4-28E4205

e-lyne A.R.C
End Curve

SG4-29E4206

e-lyne A.R.C. Intermediate

SG4-25E5223

Switching Plate

SG4-32E5216

A.R.C. rivet
e-lyne

SHEET METAL FASTENER

WALL MOUNTING PLATE

CABLE DIA. 8 STAINLESS

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

SG4-22E4235

Wall Mounting Plate

SG4-21E5200

Cable Dia. 8 Stainless
Steel e-lyne

SG4-21E5226

Hex. Gasket

Z-EU5120

Warning signal

HEX. GASKET

WARNING SIGN

ANCHOR POINTS
MATCH SLING

BEAM TROLLEY, ADJUSTABLE WITH WHEELS

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

Z801-D88176

Match Sling

ZG2-LFA6802

Beam Trolley,
ajustable with wheels

ZG2-LFA6800

Adjustable 100-330mm

ZG1-IKAB100

1M Belt

ZG2-LFA6801

Adjustable 70-150mm

ZG1-IKAB200

2M Belt

CODE

DETACHABLE

NAME

CODE

DUAL FUNCTION
MULTI-DIRECTIONAL

NAME

ZG1-IKAS100

Steel Cable 1M

ZG1-IMAP

Detachable

ZG1-IKAS200

Steel Cable 2M

ZG1-IMAP-H100

Connector Concrete

ZG1-IMAP-SH150

Connector to
Structure

Delivery in 24-48h
Delivery in 4-5 weeks

CODE
ZG1-AVA01

NAME
Dual Fastening

BELT
INCLUDING PROTECTOR

Large opening
UNI-DIRECTIONAL

CODE
ZG1-A1009975

NAME
Large opening

elytra@elytra.es

+34 943524200

STEEL CABLE

PROFILE ADJUSTABLE
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VERTICAL LIFELINES

Regulated in EN 353, vertical lifelines are fall arrest systems comprising a cable, rail or rope attached to a
“sliding fall arrester device” or traveller, to provide protection for vertical work involving the risk of a fall
to a different level.
Almost all the vertical life lines of this type are installed to offer safety on ladders already in place or on
new ladders that are already fitted with the lifeline.
Vertical life lines are regulated in two sections of standard EN 353: EN 353-1 and EN 353-2. The former, EN 353-1, regulates “guided type fall arresters with a rigid anchor line” whilst the latter, EN 353-2,
regulates what is known as “guided type fall arresters with a flexible anchor line” .

EN 353-1

VERTICAL SYSTEMS WITH A RIGID ANCHOR LINE

EN 353-2

VERTICAL SYSTEMS WITH A FLEXIBLE ANCHOR LINE

DIFERENCIAS ENTRE

VERTICAL LIFELINES
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EN 353-1
VERTICAL SYSTEMS WITH A RIGID ANCHOR LINE

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES

EN 353-1 Rigid Vertical Lifelines with
Guided Type Fall Arresters with a Rigid Anchor Line.

Associated SOFTWARE

This standard is mandatory in the European Union, and the system
must therefore be certified by a Notified Body.
With regard to the regulation of “rigid” vertical lines, it can be said
that these are similar to those regulated in EN 795, with regard to
the certification process. This is due to the fact that
the systems are certified as a complete unit, comprising the
lifeline.
The greatest difference in relation to EN 795 is that, in this section
of the EN 353, it is also possible to include vertical lifelines made of
steel cable.
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RIGID | VERTICAL SYSTEMS

THE EXIT POINTS

on the Rigid Vertical Systems
If there is no good procedure in place, the detachment from the line at the top of the ladder is the riskiest point when
using a vertical lifeline.
With a view to protecting this point, at Elytra we always recommend installing modules that make it possible to extend
the line at least 1 metre from the access platform. The solutions are as follows:

Rigid Vertical Systems WITH A ONE METRE EXIT POINT
The protection of one metre from the access platform location is the most common and recommended way of protecting exit points.

VLL with a one metre exit point
and 360º rotation

VLL with a one metre exit point
towards the interior

VLL with a one metre exit point
and anchor point

Rigid Vertical Systems WITH NO ONE METRE EXIT POINT
In those cases in which the ladder ends at the same height or below the access
platform, a number of solutions are contemplated for a safe landing.

VLL with an anchor point

VLL with Transportable Auxiliary Access
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EN 353-2
VERTICAL SYSTEMS WITH A FLEXIBLE ANCHOR LINE

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES

EN 353-2 Vertical Lifelines with Guided Type Fall Arresters
with a Flexible Anchor Line.
This type of vertical lifeline does not come within the scope of the
provisions of EN 795 for horizontal lifelines given that it allows these
lines to be certified, so to speak, part by part.
EN 353-2 deals with the line components as separate, unrelated
parts. Thus, the sliding parts (travellers), the flexible anchor line and
the anchor point for the line are considered to be separate parts of
the flexible anchor line.
Thus, with En 353-2 it is possible to certify the lifeline on the one
hand, the cable or rope on another, and certify the unit as a fall
arrest system regulated by EN 363.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
VERTICAL LIFELINES
Differences between EN 353-1 and EN 353-2.
In our opinion, the most important difference between EN 353-1 and EN 353-2 lies in the consideration as a unit or sub-system.

The unit

of EN 353-1 vs. the subsystems of EN 353-2
EN 353-1 establishes that the cable or rail and sliding element or traveller are an inseparable unit. Therefore, all the parts
of these lines are related and cannot be separated, one from the other. On the other hand, as already discussed, EN 353-2
considers the line components to be sub-systems or parts that are unrelated to each other. Moreover, there is the matter of
the load tests for the travellers which, in the the case of 353-1, are more restrictive tests, as explained below:

The locking of the traveller

The use of the cable

The fatal accident that occurred in the United Kingdom
around 2010 demonstrated that EN 353-1 did not cover all
potential fall situations. The accident led to the revision
of the standard and the introduction of improvements in
2014.

EN 353-1 permits the use of 8mm stainless steel cable for
lifelines of this type, which are classified as rigid. For lifelines of this type, the cable should be anchored at the top
and bottom end of the line.

EN 353-1 vs. EN 353-2

Therefore, with the introduction of EN 353-1:2014, it can
be said that this standard is far more complete given that
the tests contemplated are far more restrictive than those
observed for EN 353-2.

In EN 353-1 and EN 353-2

EN 353-2 also permits vertical lifelines made of metal
cable to be certified as flexible lines. In this case, unlike EN
353-1, it does not require the cable to be anchored at the
bottom and simply requires the use of counterweights.
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COLLECTIVE PROTECTION
For work at height, collective means of protection are systems, such as guardrails, walkways or other
types of work platforms, that serve to prevent falls and that ultimately avoid the need to use PPE to
ensure safety during work.
As established in the regulations and standards, the use of collective protection takes priority over
individual protection. The Occupational Risk Prevention expressly establishes that collective means of
protection shall take priority over any personal means, underscoring that “employers must give priority
to collective protection measures over individual ones”.
Furthermore, “Personal protective equipment must only be used whenever the risks are unavoidable or
cannot be sufficiently limited by technical means of collective protection or by work organisation measures, methods or procedures”.
There are many different product standards regulating collective protection, depending on the use of
such collective protection at the place of installation.

Collective protection

GUARDRAILS

Collective protection

SAFETY WALKWAYS

Collective protection

VERTICAL LADDERS
41

Collective protection
GUARDRAILS

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES

Before mounting guardrails, account should be taken of their intended purpose. Although it appears to be the same, there are differences between:

Associated SOFTWARE

Elytra SOFTWARE

• A guardrail for maintenance work in industrial environments,
• A guardrail installed on a terrace of a public building.
• A guardrail mounted to prevent unauthorised entry to a cons-

for quote management
See page 8

truction site.

Each guardrail is installed for a different purpose and, therefore, the
load requirements will be different in each particular case. At elytra
we install guardrails intended for industrial use, and they therefore
comply with the provisions of ISO 14122-3
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GUARDRAIL applications

Upright Guardrail

Inclined Guardrail

Folding Guardrail

Guardrail with Counterweights

Roof-mounted Guardrail

Wall-mounted Guardrail

Floor-mounted Guardrail
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Collective protection
SAFETY WALKWAYS
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Just like for guardrails, there are different regulations for walkways
depending on the intended purpose.
With regard to the walkways installed by ELYTRA, there are two different standards:

• ISO EN 14122-3 Walkways and platforms for installation on Machines and for industrial uses.

• ISO EN 14122-3 Walkways and platforms for installation on Machines and for industrial uses.
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Walkways according to
ISO EN 14.122-3
• Width: The minimum width depends on the number of operators using the walkway.
• Fall height: Platforms above a certain height must include guardrails.
• The flooring must be self-draining to avoid slippery puddles and any changes in height must be within a specific limit

Walkways according to
EN 516
Due to the application for which the walkways are installed, there must be steps that can be adjusted according to the pitch of the roof. The standard differentiates
between:

• Class 1 Installations that cannot be used as anchorage
points.

• Class 2: Installations that can be used as anchorage
points for the fall. .
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Collective protection
VERTICAL LADDERS

LÍNEAS DE VIDA HORIZONTALES | FLEXIBLES

According to EN 14122-4, vertical ladders can be installed in 2 ways:

• By a ladder and incorporated rigid lifeline, compliant with EN 353-1
• By a ladder and hoop guardrail.
Ladders with a hoop guardrail must comply with the following requirements

• The ladder can be made in just one section if it is not more than 10m in height.
• In order to prevent falls, there shall be a landing platform at the arrival area,
between the last rung and the building.

• The hoop guardrail shall be mounted when the ladder is more than 3m high.
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Manufacture of VERTICAL LADDERS
Vertical ladders are made from raw aluminium. On request, ladders can be made with an anodised finish or with
a powder coated in the colour or RAL requested
There are a wide range of wall fixtures, which can either be fixed or adjustable, up to 1m in length. There is a
choice between fixtures for brick, concrete or sheet metal walls
There are also counterweighted support bases for landing and moving inwards on the roof, so as not to affect
the leak tightness of the roof.

Ladder with two flights

400 mm max.

400 mm max.

Ladder with staggered flights

Breast
Plate

700 max.

´

Safety cag

Hoop

Clearance

Stiles
600 mm max.

Arrival area

8000 mm max.
Clearance
400 mm
max.

2000 mm max.

280 mm

280 mm max.

2200 a 3000 mm max.

3080 mm

Rung

600 mm

400 mm
max.

600 mm max.

Exit area

2000 mm max.

2200 a 3000 mm max.

Alinear los
peldaños de
los 2 tramos
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CONFINED SPACES

In confined spaces, the reduced oxygen level and the formation of toxic gases represent serious health
risks. The inhalation of certain toxic gases, normally present in environments of this type, entails a risk
of immediate death to those working inside. This risk involves the use of other protection measures
such as the use of self-contained breathing equipment and/or oxygen meters.
With regard to the protection of work at height, fall arrest systems are used, specifically designed to immediately evacuate anyone in a high risk situation.
Therefore, confined spaces have their own specific section in the world of safety at height. Primarily
because the work involves using an anchor point to hoist up or rescue a person at serious risk, and this
entails a series of difficulties.
The anchor devices used for this work are generally transportable, as included in section B of the EN
795 standard, however this work could also be performed using anchor devices certified under sections
A and D.

TRIPOD

Use of the Tripod

DAVIT ARM

Use of the Davit Arm
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TRIPOD
Use of the tripod
Tripods are transportable anchor devices and, as such, are
certified to EN 795-B. They are designed for work in confined
spaces where access is, above all, through a manhole. Work
requiring access to a confined space from a sewer or manhole can be performed with a great deal of autonomy, given
that the use of the tripod means that there is no need for
the prior installation of another fixed anchor point or other
fall protection devices.

Associated SOFTWARE

Elytra SOFTWARE
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TRIPOD | USE OF THE TRIPOD

Retrieval system USING A TRIPOD
All systems intended for confined spaces must include a retrieval system. The tripod is, moreover, the most versatile device with regard to its adaptability to the retrieval devices available on the market, given that these can be mounted on its
different parts. Furthermore, retrieval devices include a winch system, generally 4:1, in order to minimise the force
exerted during retrieval.

Tripod
RETRIEVAL USING A WINCH
The use of a fall arrester with a winch
retrieval system is the most convenient
and safest way of working, given the
fact that:

• The retriever is fixed to the base,

ensuring that it remains in place and
does not deviate during the lifting
operation.

It should be noted that the retriever
must be secured to the tripod leg
anchor plate so that, in order to work
with this system, the cable needs to be
re-sent to a pulley secured to the anchor at the top of the equipment. From
there, the vertical position should be
established in relation to the confined
space.

Tripod
RETRIEVAL USING A CHAIN
The main difference of the retractable
fall arrest with chain retrieval compared to winch retrieval is the location of
each system on the tripod. The chain
retrieval is mounted on the anchor
point located at the top of the tripod
while the winch is mounted on the foot
base.
This location is not as stable as the
tripod foot base, however the twitching
produced in the retractable block is
avoided during retrieval by pulling on
the chain.
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DAVIT ARM
Use of the Davit Arm
Like the tripod, the Davit arm is considered to be transportable, used for multi-site operation and certified to EN 795-B.

Associated SOFTWARE

Elytra SOFTWARE

The great advantage of the Davit Arm is that is rotates on its
own axis, so that, in addition to retrieval, it allows the rescued person to be released on a safe platform.
Unlike tripods, most Davit arms require the prior installation
of sockets for the subsequent insertion of the Davit arms.
Once the socket has been installed, it is quick and easy to
insert the arm.

for quote management
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DAVIT ARM | CONFINED SPACES

DAVIT ARMS fastening system

Floor-mounted Davit arm

Wall-mounted Davit arm

This is the most popular type of support. It is permanently installed for use in confined spaces requiring
constant access.

Secured to vertical surfaces, these are also intended for
frequent work as they are permanently installed.

Davit arm without a socket

Davit arm mounted on a bib

As no socket is required, these are more versatile than the
arms requiring a socket, given that, as for the tripods, they
simply need to be taken to the place of work and mounted,
so that they are ready for use.

Intended for bibs with a minimum thickness of 200mm
and maximum of 400mm, the prior installation work is
quick and they can be moved from one place to another.

Davit arm with a load winch

B. Davit with a load and person winch

Intended for lifting and lowering loads of a maximum weight of 250kg, the load winch fits into one of the Davit arm
brackets and also to the tripod.

After many years, we can now offer an arm that can be
used for lifting loads and also for suspension work, which
we call rope access.
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TRIPOD and accessories
TRIPOD EN 795 B

HRA BRACKET TO TRIPOD
Ref. ZG2-I41-54/D09

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-53

Aluminium tripod

ZG2-I41-54/D09

HRA 9.5 to 30m Support to Tripod

ZG2Y-41-Z20

Pulley + Karabiner

ZA02-A900

Tripod Load Winch

ZG2-I41-54/DWS

Winch bracket

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-54/D42

HRA 42 bracket to Tripod

ZG2-I41-54/D60

HRA 60 bracket to Tripod

ZA02-I41-PLW

Tripod winch for persons and loads

TRIPOD WINCH FOR
PERSONS AND LOADS

PULLEY + CARABINER
FOR TRIPOD

TRIPOD LOAD WINCH

Ref. ZA02-I41-PLW + ZG2-I41-54/DWS

Ref. ZG2Y-41-Z20

Ref. ZA02-A900 + ZG2-I41-54/DWS

DAVIT ARM AND ACCESSORIES
DAVIT ARM
ASS-1

ZG2-I41-57-71

ASS-3

ZG2-I41-60-73

ASS-2

ZG2-I41-59-72

+34 943524200

GROUND SOCKET for Davit arm

ASS-4

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-57-71

Davit arm ASS-1

ZG2-I41-60-73

Davit arm ASS-3

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-59-72

Davit arm ASS-2

ZG2-I41-62-74

Davit arm ASS-4

ZG2-I41-62-74

WALL SOCKET for Davit arm

MOBILE WALL SOCKET for Davit arm

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-57/1V4

Ground Socket Davit arm

ZG2-I41-57/2V4

Wall Socket Davit arm

ZG2-I41-69

Mobile Wall Socket

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-57/2V5

Wall Socket displaced 50mm

ZG2-I41-57/2V8

Wall Socket displaced 80mm

Delivery in 24-48h
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DAVIT ARM and accessories
COMPACT MOBILE BASE

COMPACT MOBILE BASE

HRA FALL ARREST BRACKET

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-67

Compact mobile base

ZG2-I41-68

Compact mobile base

ZG2-I41-54/A09

Bracket for HRA 12 to 30

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-54/A30

Bracket for HRA 30 to 42

ZG2-I41-54/A50

Bracket for HRA 50 to 65

WINCH BRACKET

LOAD AND MAN LIFTING WINCH

LOAD WINCH

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

ZG2-I41-54/AWS

Bracket for Load and Man
Lifting Winch

ZA02-I41-PLW

Load and Man Lifting Winch

ZA02-A900

Load Winch for Davit Arm

+34 943524200

CODE

Delivery in 24-48h
Delivery in 4-5 weeks

elytra@elytra.es
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P.P.E. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

In the world of fall protection, the main items of Personal Protective Equipment are the harness and
the elements to cushion the impact forces of the fall, the energy absorber and the retractable fall arrester.
Equipment is available for a wide range of applications. Thus, harnesses may be intended solely for fall
arrest purposes or they may also be used for work positioning or for rope access work. On the other
hand, apart from halting the fall, retractable fall arresters can also be used for evacuation purposes
through the controlled descent of the worker or retrieval through winch or chain systems.
In addition to the PPE indicated above, work at height also requires the use of other items such as hard
hats, which are also mandatory.

EN 361 and EN 358

SAFETY HARNESS

EN 355

ENERGY ABSORBER

EN 360

RETRACTABLE FALL ARRESTER
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EN 361
FALL ARREST HARNESS

A safety harness is an item which, when fitted to the user’s body, completes the connection of the user to the set of components making up
the fall arrest anchorage system.
There are a number of standards and regulations governing the different
uses of harnesses, however the one that regulates the fall arrest harnesses
intended to protect against falls at the workplace, is EN 361.
In the workplace environment, the harness can also be used for suspension work or rope access work or for positioning. This is explained below.
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Concepts Related to FALL ARREST HARNESSES

1

Backward Falls: the
2 type of
fall to avoid.

3

4

Due to the lack of energy dissipation of
some static elements forming part of a
fall arrest system, a wire rope sling for
example, the use of the harness ventral
attachment point as a fall arrest anchor
is totally prohibited.

1

2

3
Verticality, the Intended
Effect.

4

In order to avoid the high loads that the metal elements indicated in the first
diagram could transmit, and as an additional safety measure to the use of energy dissipation devices, the aim should be for the fall arrest to put the worker in
as vertical a position as possible.

Sternal
attachment

Dorsal
attachment

Belt harnesses: dorsal and sternal
attachment points.
Although it is forbidden to use the
attachment points on belt harness for
fall arrest purposes, they can be used
for:

• Dorsal attachments: positioning and
fall restraint.

• Ventral attachment: for rope access
work.

Fall Arrest Harness Attachment Points
In order to ensure that the fall positions the worker’s body as vertical as
possible, EN 361, the standard regulating fall arrest harnesses provides that
the attachment points provided to arrest the fall are solely the dorsal and
sternal attachment points. These points must be indicated with an A on the
attachment hardware itself.
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FALL ARREST HARNESS

We are the partner in Spain for the Work Safety product range of the German brand EDELRID. Within this product range, particular mention should be made of the EDELRID fall arrest harnesses, most of which have been designed and manufactured
in Germany.
These harnesses comply with the EN 361 standard. These harnesses are noted for their:

• Lightness, comfort and ease of use.
• Safety features.
• Excellent quality-price ratio.

SAFETY HARNESS range

FLEX LITE harness
Certification
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FLEX PRO harness
EN 361

Certification

FLEX PRO Plus harness
EN 361 / EN
358

Certification

EN 361 / EN
358

Triple Lock Buckles

YES

Triple Lock Buckles

YES

Triple Lock Buckles

YES

RFID Pocket

YES

RFID Pocket

YES

RFID Pocket

YES

Fall indicator

YES

Fall indicator

YES

Fall indicator

YES

Positioning belt

NO

Positioning belt

YES

Positioning belt

YES

Attachment point for
vertical lifeline

NO

Attachment point for
vertical lifeline

NO

Attachment point for
vertical lifeline

YES

Tool bag leash

NO

Tool bag leash

YES, 2 UNITS

Tool bag leash

YES, 2 UNITS

Tool bag leash

NO

Tool bag leash

YES, 2 UNITS

Tool bag leash

YES, 2 UNITS

P.P.E. | FALL ARREST HARNESS AND POSITIONNING

FLEX
Features common to FLEX LITE - FLEX PRO - FLEX PRO Plus

Wear indicator
The harness belts incorporate a red
lower layer. This means that, after the
prolonged use of the harness, a red
tape will become visible, indicating that
the product should be replaced
by a new one.

Sternal attachment
½ attachment system which, thanks
to the Triple Lock leg buckles, does not
require an additional carabiner for
the complete closure of the harness.

Triple Lock Buckles
All the buckles on the harness are Triple
Lock. The exclusive Edelrid triple safety
system that is easy and quick to use.

Shoulder padding
In addition to the added comfort, the
padding features an RFID reader pocket
for quick and easy reading. The RFID is
supplied separately.

Fall indicator
An indicator located under the dorsal
attachment shows whether there has
been a fall.

Textile construction
The 100% textile construction makes
the harness exceedingly lightweight
and easy to use. This is one of the
great advantages of the harness, as it
has a longer useful life.
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EN 358

POSITIONNING HARNESS FLEX pro

Back padding
The belt has been widened to better
withstand the wear caused by prolonged
exposures.

Positioning Eyelets
The side eyelets can be concealed when
not in use.

Triple Lock Buckles
Rapid triple-action buckles that guarantee
the safety of the harness.

Tool attachment rings
The harness belt is fitted with tool attachment rings for loads of up to 25kg.
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EN 813

SUSPENSION HARNESS

Positioning Eyelets
The side eyelets can be concealed when
not in use.

Belt
The height of the belt can be adjusted to
suit the user.

Tool attachment rings
The harness belt is fitted with tool attachment rings for loads of up to 25kg.

Leg loops
To make the harness more comfortable and
lightweight, the loops are only padded in
those parts supporting the most weight.

Triple Lock Buckles
Rapid triple-action buckles that guarantee
the safety of the harness.
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EN 355
ENERGY ABSORBER
Energy Absorber for
An energy absorbers, located between the harness and the fall
arrest system are textile Personal Protective Equipment
manufactured for the sole purpose of reducing the impact or sharp
blow generated by the fall arrest.
The maximum braking force, that is the sharp blow that occurs at
the impact arrest, could be fatal if an energy absorber or other fall
buffer is not used.
Therefore, the UNE EN 355 standard regulates energy absorbers,
establishing that their main purpose is to lessen the impact to
loads that can be withstood by the human body in the event of a
fall, without incurring any injury whatsoever.
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WORK POSITIONING
LANYARD
SINGLE LEG
Lanyard

TWIN LEG
Lanyard

P.P.E. | ENERGY ABSORBER

Energy absorber on

WORK POSITIONING LANYARD
Work positioning lanyards are a set comprising

• Energy absorber
• Fall arrester
• Lanyard.
The purpose is to ensure travel along lanyards that
are longer than for standard absorbers. They also ensure fall protection at any point along this length.
This gives an extremely lightweight piece of work
equipment, particularly for inclined planes, in which
there are long distances to the fall arrest systems.

Lengths:

• 5 metres
• 10 metres
• 15 metres
• 20 metres
• 25 metres

ADVANTAGES OF THE Energy Absorber on the Positioning Lanyard

Lanyard positioning

Lightweight unit

Fall restraint
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Energy absorber

SINGLE LEG

As regulated by EN 355, single leg absorbers, just like
double tail ones, shall not be longer than 2 metres.
Connectors can be standard size or hooks of a greater
size.
The most common application recommended by
ELYTRA is for use in perimeter lifelines.
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Energy absorber

TWIN LEG LANYARD

This device is noted for its versatility. It is useful for
moving up and down ladders not equipped with a vertical lifeline. It can also be used for anchorage to a perimeter line or to a structure, if there is no other option.
As for the single leg energy absorbers, their length must
not exceed 2 metres.
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EN 360
RETRACTABLE FALL ARRESTER

The retractable fall arrester is a fall arrest PPE, designed to est a fall and to limit the impact generated by the deceleration,
without causing injuries to the user’s body.
The retractable fall arrester mechanism is similar to that of a car safety belt. It allows he cable or webbing to extend or retract to take up slack in order to always be “taut”. However, a sudden extension of the line caused by a heavy impact,
activates a locking mechanism which smoothly blocks the fall.
The operation of retractable fall arresters is regulated by EN 360. Those retractable fall arresters which are also used for
other purposes such as retrieval or descent, must also be compliant with standards EN 1496 and EN 341 respectively.
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Classes of

RETRACTABLE FALL ARRESTERS
As far as the retractable fall arrester is concerned, EN 360 establishes that it must:

• Halt the fall with a maximum arrest force of 6kN on the user.
• For this purpose, it establishes that the fall arrest must occur within a maximum distance of 2 metres.
Fall arrest according to the ANCHORAGE DEVICE

Webbing fall arrest devices

Wire fall arrest devices

Fall arrest devices according to THE INTENDED PURPOSE

Retractable fall arrester

Fall arrester with Controlled Descent

Fall arresters with RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

Fall arresters with Chain Retrieval

Fall Arresters with Winch Retrieval
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Retractable fall arrester for

ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS
The ACB 1.8 safety device is a webbing retractable fall
arrester designed for fall protection on elevating work
platforms and, particularly, for the double edge of
platforms with square guardrails.
Length 1.8 metres
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EPIs
Sales References
RETRACTABLE FALL ARRESTERS

EVACUATION & retrieval

Special fall arrester for elevating platform EN 360 CNB 1060 TYPE A

EVACUATOR ABS.4WH

• The safety device ACB 1.8 designed for fall protection on
elevating work platforms and,
particularly, for the double
edge of platforms with square
guardrails.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

SHELL

Z602-IACB018

1,8m

Aluminium

• Length: 1.8m
• Max. Arrest force: less than
3KN

• Made in Germany

swivel mount.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

SHELL

Z602-IHWPS03

3m

Cable

Plastic

Z602-IHWS04,5

4,5m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IHWS06

6m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IHWPB07

7m

Webbing

Plastic

Z602-IHWS09

9m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IHWS12

12m

Cable

Aluminium

CODE

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

SHELL

Z602-IHWB02

2m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IHWPB03,5

3,5m

Webbing

Plastic

Z602-IHWPB12

12m

Webbing

Plastic

Z602-IHWS18

18m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IHWPS18

18m

Cable

Plastic

Z602-IHWS24

24m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IH33

33m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IH42

42m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IH65

65m

Cable

Aluminium

Retrieval fall arrester EN 360/1496
CODE

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

SHELL

Z603-IHRA12

12m

Cable and crank

Aluminium

Z603-IHRA18

18m

Cable and crank

Aluminium

CODE

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

SHELL

Z603-IHRA12C

12m

Cable and chain

Aluminium

Z603-IHRA18C

18m

Cable and chain

Aluminium

Z603-IHRA24

24m

Cable and crank

Aluminium

• Solely certified for vertical use.
• It can be mounted on a tripod, Davit

Z603-IHRA24C

24m

Cable and chain

Aluminium

Z603-IHRA33

33m

Cable and crank

Aluminium

Z603-IHRA33C

33m

Cable and chain

Aluminium

• Supplied with a crank or endless chain
• Made in Germany.

Z603-IHRA42

42m

Cable and crank

Aluminium

Z603-IHRA42C

42m

Cable and chain

Aluminium

Z603-IHRA65

65m

Cable and crank

Aluminium

Z603-IHRA65C

65m

Cable and chain

Aluminium

arm or an anchor point certified to
EN 795.

PERS.

EVACUA. RETRIEVAL

Evacuator
ABS.4WH

2

Si

Si

EVACUATOR ABS.4H

Retractable fall arrester EN 360

• Certified for horizontal and vertical use.
• It can be for cable or webbing.
• Cable anti-twist system by hook or

NAME

NAME

PERS. EVACUA.

RETRIEVAL

Evacuator
ABS.4W

2

No

Si

EVACUATOR ABS.3WH

NAME

PERS.

EVACUA.

RETRIEVAL

Evacuator
ABS.3AWH

2

Si

Si

EVACUATOR ABS.4AW

NAME

PERS.

EVACUA.

RECUPE.

Evacuator
ABS.3AW

1

Si

No

Rescue Kit IKAR 20-40m

Evacuator fall arrester EN 341

• Solely certified for vertical
use.

• It can be mounted on a tri-

pod, Davit arm or an anchor
point certified to EN 795.

• Supplied with a crank or
endless chain

• Made in Germany.

CODE

DESCRIPTION TYPE SHELL

Z602-IHAS09

9m

Cable

Z602-IHAS18

18m

Cable

Aluminium

Z602-IHAS30

30m

Cable

Aluminio

Aluminium

CODE

DESCRIPTION

Ref.
Z601-I41-RE/20

Rescue Kit
IKAR 20m

Ref.
Z601-I41-RE/40

Rescue Kit
IKAR 40m

Delivery in 24-48h

elytra@elytra.es

Delivery in 4-5 weeks
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ENERGY ABSORBERS
Shockstop PRO
Great locking safety

ABS Energy single scaffolding
Large steel carabiner

SHOCKSTOP Twister
Triple Compact Absorber

CODE

NAME

LOGITUD

CODE

NAME

LOGITUD

CODE

NAME

Z802-D88120

Shockstop Pro

1,5 / 1,3m

Z802-D88128

Shockstop Pro

160cm

Z802-D88137

Shockstop Twister Triple

Z802-D88135

Shockstop Giant

1,5 / 1,3m

CARABINERS
STAINLESS CARABINER

TRIPLE ALUMINIUM CARABINER

STEEL CARABINER

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

Z816-V4C530

Mosquetón Inox. 35KN

Z816-D88277

D-Classic 3000 Screw/Triple

Z816-IKV31

Steel carabiner scaffolding hook
35KN

Z816-D88277-1

D-Classic 3000 Black

Z816-D72021

HMS Magnum Screw FG

POLES EN362

+34 943524200

GLASS FIBRE POLE 2-8 m.

ALUMINIUM POLE 3-6 m.

ALUMINIUM POLE 1,5-3 m.

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

Z816-1029301

Glass Fibre Pole
With Carabiner 100mm Opening

Z816-MP032

Aluminium Pole
With Carabiner 100mm Opening

Z816-MP03

Aluminium Pole
With Carabiner 60mm Opening

Z816-1029301-1

Glass Fibre Pole
With Carabiner 60mm Opening

Z816-MP032-1

Aluminium Pole
With Carabiner 60mm Opening

Delivery in 24-48h
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Delivery in 4-5 weeks
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FALL ARREST POSITIONING HARNESS AND ACCESSORIES
FLEX Lite

FLEX Pro Plus

CODE

NAME

EN 361

EN 813

EN 358

CODE

NAME

EN 361

EN 813

EN 358

Z805-D88086

Flex Lite Sizes S-M

Yes

No

No

Z806-D88088

Flex Pro Plus Sizes S-ML

Yes

No

Yes

Z805-D88086-1

Flex Lite Sizes L-XL

Yes

No

No

Z806-D88088-1

Flex Pro Plus Sizes L-XL

Yes

No

Yes

Rescue in CONFINED SPACES IN SUSPENSION

VERTIK Triple Lock

CODE

NAME

EN 361

EN 813

EN 358

CODE

NAME

EN 361

EN 1497

EN 813

EN 358

Z807-D88066

Vertik Triple Lock Sizes S-M

Yes

Yes

Yes

Z805-IKG4DWRS

IK4DWRS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Z807-D88066-1

Vertik Triple Lock Sizes L-XL

Yes

Yes

Yes

IKAR Fall arrest

CODE

NAME

EN 361

EN 1497

EN 358

CODE

NAME

EN 361

EN 813

EN 358

Z808-IKG2BR

IKG2BR

Yes

Yes

No

Z805-IKG20A

IKG20A

Yes

No

No

AIR LOUNGE
Positioning seat

FOOT SLING
Anti Trauma System (Gear Carabiner required)

AIR LOUNGE
Positioning seat

CODE

NAME

EN 361 EN 813 EN 358

CODE

NAME

LONGITUD

CODE

Z807-D88063

Air Lounge

No

Z804-D88172

Foot Sling

200cm

Z801-D88060

Z816-D71855

Gear Carabiner

-

Delivery in 24-48h
Delivery in 4-5 weeks

No

No

NAME
Harness parking loop

elytra@elytra.es

+34 943524200

Rescue in CONFINED SPACE
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1891 LANYARDS TYPE A
OUTDOOR LANYARD
Diam. 1mm (includes SS carabiner)

CODE

NAME

MANUAL POSITIONER
EN 358 // EN 353-2

CODE

ROPE COIL
Diam. 11mm.

Up to

200m

NAME

CODE

NAME

Z904-D83206-02

Rope coil

Z803-E5220-05

Outdoor lanyard L=5m

Z803-E4232-05

Manual Positioner L=5m

Z803-E5220-10

Outdoor lanyard L=10m

Z803-E4232-10

Manual Positioner L=10m

Z803-E5220-15

Outdoor lanyard L=15m

Z803-E4232-15

Manual Positioner L=15m

Z803-E5220-20

Outdoor lanyard L=20m

Z803-E4232-20

Manual Positioner L=20m

CODE

NAME

ZFA-D88228

Rocker

Z803-E5220-05

Outdoor lanyard L=5m

Z816-D72021
Z802-D88137

Carabiner + Absorber

Z803-E5220-10

Outdoor lanyard L=10m

CODE

NAME

Z803-E5220-05

Outdoor lanyard L=5m

Z803-E5220-10

Outdoor lanyard L=10m

Breaking load

34KN

HELMETS AND HEADLIGHTS
SERIUS HEIGHT WORK EN 397/12.492/50.365
For professional work at height

CODE
Z850-D88493

VISOR EN 1731 EAR PROTECTION EN 352
Peltor brand, for mounting on helmets

HEADLIGHTS
Small and extremely lightweight

NAME

CODE

NAME

CODE

NAME

SERIUS Height Work

Z850-D88511

Visor

Z805-D75378

Novalite

Z850-D88510

Ear Protection

Z805-D75380

ASTERI

Z805-D75384

VEGALITE

BACKPACKS AND BAGS

+34 943524200

KURT HAULBAG 55L

CODE

NAME

Z600-D72121

Kurt Haulbag 55L

BAG FOR DAVIT ARM

TRANSIT 45L

CODE
Z600-D72780

NAME

CODE

NAME

Transit 45L

Z600-DEL452202

Bag for Davit Arm

Delivery in 24-48h
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Delivery in 4-5 weeks
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Gestión integral de datos
Elytra INSPECT SYSTEM

Elytra INSPECT System es un software
que simplifica al máximo la gestión de
la documentación de fin de obra y las
inspecciones periódicas a realizar sobre
cualquier EPI o Sistema de seguridad de
Elytra. Por medio de esta herramienta
tanto los instaladores, como los
usuarios de nuestros EPIs o Sistemas
podrán consultar en todo momento los
siguientes datos:

extranet
system

Elytra
INSPECT

system

intranet
system

Documentos técnicos

Manual de usuario
Cálculo de la Línea de Vida

APP

system

Descargar documentos

Hoja de inspección
Certificado de instlación
Certificado de homologación

DIRIGIDO A USUARIOS
Elytra INSPECT

extranet
system

Gracias a la extranet de Elytra INSPECT
System, todos los cliente que tengan instaldo alguno de nuestros EPIs o Sistemas,
podrá acceder en todo moento a la documentación relativa a dichos elementos
Mediante la extranet el clietne podrá consultar también el estado actulizado de las
revisiones de sus EPIs o Sistemas, incluyendo los cerficados de dichas revisones.
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